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��� concentration camp �� 1 �� ��� ���� ��� � �� �� ����� �� ���� a penal camp where political
prisoners or prisoners of war are confined usually under harsh conditions 2 �� ��� ��� �� ��� ���
� ��� �� a situation ��� 2019�6�27�   concentration camps 1933 39 during the first six years of
the nazi regime thousands of germans were detained or confined extra legally the conditions were
usually harsh and there was no regard to the legal norms of arrest and imprisonment of a
constitutional democracy in terms of arrest and imprisonment key facts ��� 2024�3�26�  
concentration camp internment center for political prisoners and members of national or minority
groups who are confined for reasons of state security exploitation or punishment usually by
executive decree or military order persons are placed in such camps often without benefit of
either indictment or fair trial ��� 2009�12�15�   auschwitz originally was conceived as a
concentration camp to be used as a detention center for the many polish citizens arrested after
germany annexed the country in 1939 these detainees ��� 2024�1�30�   key facts 1 in march 1933
the first concentration camp dachau opened outside of munich germany it was used primarily for
political prisoners and was the longest running camp in operation until its liberation in april
1945 2 nazi officials established more than 44 000 incarceration sites during the time of the
third reich ��� as germany conquered much of europe the concentration camp system expanded in
size function and number of prisoners learn about concentration camps from 1939 1942 ��� 22
january 2020 getty images a group of child survivors behind a barbed wire fence at the nazi
concentration camp at auschwitz on 27 january 1945 soviet troops cautiously entered auschwitz ���
2024�5�13�   auschwitz definition concentration camp facts location history britannica home
geography travel historical places auschwitz concentration camp poland also known as auschwitz
birkenau auschwitz birkenau the nazi german concentration and extermination camp 1940 1945
birkenau oświęcim ��� ����� ������������ � konzentrationslager ���������������� ��� kz ������ ��
������ ��� ss ���� kl ���� �� 1 2 � ����������� � ���� � ��� 2024�5�15�   holocaust nazi
persecution genocide concentration camps after kristallnacht in 1938 even more discrimination was
directed at jews eventually leading to confinement in ghettos people considered inferior by the
nazis such as jews roma and homosexuals were sent to concentration camps
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concentration camps 1933 1939 holocaust encyclopedia Mar 20 2024 ��� 2019�6�27�   concentration
camps 1933 39 during the first six years of the nazi regime thousands of germans were detained or
confined extra legally the conditions were usually harsh and there was no regard to the legal
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